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foundly with this anti-European bia . It is undeniable that
many calamities befell the i land thanks to European vi it
- starting with a shooting incident during the first vi it of
1722 - but the Europhobic model ignores the rna of archaeological, oral, botanical and sedimentological evidence
which document the prehistoric transformation of the i land by humans from pristine subtropical rain fore t to a
virtually treeless landscape, and from the richest i land in
the world for bird life to one shunned by all but a few bird
pecies.
It is impossible to know how long the islander could
have persisted in their way of life if they had not been di covered by the outside world in 1722; but since they no
longer had timber for canoes, which precluded acce to
deep-sea resources, let alone to an escape route, and ince
their protein and fuel supplies were severely limited, it is
highly probable that thi island culture would eventually
have imploded in orne way, even without the impact of
European.
The latest "revisionist" approach to Ea ter I land ha
come from American researcher Terry Hunt and Carl Lipo
(2006; Hunt 2006, 2007). Their approach focu es on everal
different aspects.
I) The date of colonization. It ha become fashionable
in many archaeological etting to reject what seem to orne
to be excessively early age , and to accept only the later
date for different event . The colonization of Easter I land,
and indeed of ea tern Polyne ia a a whole, is a cIa ic example, and Hunt and Lipo therefore reject the variou
early radiocarbon date obtained in the past from the i land,
and prefer to claim a late arrival of humans around AD
1200. Thi ha obtained a great deal of coverage in the
world's media, a Easter Island is always of intere t. However, this not only ignores the evidence of glottochronologi t who place the island colonization in the early centuries AD because of the archaic nature of the language, it
also simply brushes a ide early date which are considered
"unreliable".
We ourselves have no particular preconception or
preferences regarding the date of colonization, but we ha e
considerable difficultie with the arguments presented by
Hunt and Lipo. For example, the assembling of nine date
from different location and di tTerent context
eem
fraught with problem - why should one rea onably expect
them to be dating the ame thing? And if they are not, what
i the ju tification for treating them statistically? Early date
are often rejected on tati tical ground, a they form a
"tail" in the di tribution, but a tail i exactly what one could
expect ince mall early population would leave spar er
archaeological trace than late large ones. Moreover, the
rejection of all lake-core date i not justified. Certainly,
orne pollen dates from the center of one caldera have

he recent book Col/ap e by Jared Diamond (2005) has
been widely reviewed around the world, and most reviewer have cho en to focu on one case study in the book,
that of Ea ter I land. Since much of that section is ba ed on
our own book Easter Island, Earth Island (1992) and The
Enigmas ofEa tel' Island (2003), it is hardly urpri ing that
we agree with Diamond's exposition. He conclude
(correctly in our opinion) that defore tation, population
growth, soil erosion, overu e of bird and hellfish resources,
and introduction of rats all contributed. A careful distinction
i made between ultimate causes of collapse, such as defore tation, and proximate causes or triggers, such as a possible small climate change.
A we pointed out in our books, the model of ecological
catastrophe is by no means new - indeed it was lir t voiced
by the French visitor, the Comte de La Perou e in 1786,
who remarked " ....suppleent en partie a I'ombre alutaire
des arbres que ces habitant ont eu I'imprudence de couper
dans des temps sans doute tre recules..... Un long sejour a
I'fIe de France, qui re semble si fort a I'fie de Piiques, m 'a
appri que les arbre n y repou ent jamais, a moins d 'etre
abrite des vent de mer par d 'autre arbres ou par des etlceintes de lI1urail/es; et c 'est cette connaissance qui m 'a
decouvert la cau e de la devastation de I'fie de Piiques. Les
habitant de cette fIe Ollt bien moins a se plaindre des emption de leur volcans, eteints dept/is 10llgtemps, que de leur
propre imprudence".
The idea that the fate of Easter Island could erve a a
warning of what wa happening to the planet a a whole
wa first highlighted by American anthropologi t William
Mulloy in the 1970s, and our book merely provided the
botanical, ethnological and archaeological evidence that
supported the scenario of environmental disaster, and notably of massive deforestation. In recent years, other points of
view have emerged, as is to be expected and welcomed. In
particular, the French specialists, Catherine and Michel Orliac, have emphasized the possible role of climatic factors
(2005), and notably drought and the Little Tce Age, in the
decline of the island s forest , and we have been happy to
accept that such events may indeed have played a role, although we still believe that human destruction was the paramount cause, since the i land' vegetation had succe sfully
urvived far greater climatic change during the true Ice
Age.
Two British re earcher, Paul Rainbird (2002) and
Benny Peiser (2005), ha e taken a very different approach,
blaming all the island' woe on the effect of vi its by
European ince it "discovery" by the Dutch in 1722 violence, cruelty, disea e, laving, and so forth. They view
the i land through ro e-colored spectacles, choosing to believe that the community was thriving up to 1722 and that
it wa the European who destroyed them. We disagree pro-
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proved highly anomalous, but such anomalies are known
el ewhere from caldera-center, where ancient CO 2 is relea ed from the magma chamber. The bulk dates from
wamp depo it
may be too young because of
root penetration from above. Tho e from lake deposits may
be too old becau e of in-wa hed old carbon. However, in a
study by Flenley et al. (1991), a check on pos ible in-wash
of old oil material was made by chemical analy is of the
sediments, and chemical anomalies were small and occurred
above the level when deforestation began, which was dated
to ca. 1000 BP. This date for deforestation based on pollen
i not ea ily dismissed - Flenley's 10.5 m core from Rano
Kau covered only the last ca. 1400 years, and the deforestation at this site was shown by two date to be virtually complete by 1000 years ago. Fossil pollen from lake cores is in
fact more likely than archaeology to find the earlie t signs
of human activity, because of the tendency of pollen to
spread widely from its source. A pollen core therefore gives
a more regional overview, whereas an archaeological excavation gives a more local view and might thus miss the earlie t ite. Hunt and Lipo' data do indeed come from a single excavation, at 'Anakena, but even the results they present from there are open to severe question. For example,
the fmding that dates at 'Anakena go back to 1200 and then
stop is extremely weak - the ba e of the depo it is a clay
oil with stratified sand on top of it. There is no "natural"
tratified layer below the lowe t cultural one, only the clay
ub oil. How do we know that there were not other andy
layers which blew or wa hed away before the ones Hunt
and Lipo investigated were depo ited?
Moreover, the other dates used in their article come
from two other localities, one of them described a an agricultural structure - but if Anakena at AD 1200 was the fir t
settlement, why were there people at two other locations at
the same date, and why were they making structures, which
would surely not be neces ary in the early stages? [n any
case, is it not more likely that the early settlements would
be near a good supply of fresh water, such as the crater
lakes?
Finally, we question the belief that ecological change
such as deforestation will clo ely mark the time of Polynesian arrival. Thi is only true if it is fNlTIAL defore tation
and that no time was spent by initial colonies on preagricultural activities such as living on ea bird, fi h, eamammal, etc. After all, the deforestation of
Rapa, Rarotonga and Fiji i not complete to this day, despite
initial colonization a long time ago.
2) The uppo ed role of rat in the deforestation: in our
book, we highlighted the significant role of rats in eating
the fruits of the island's giant palm (which i not yet proven
to be JlIbaea chilensi , and is therefore correctly dubbed
Pa chalococos di perla). But we disagree strongly with
Hunt' claim that rat were the chief agent of defore tation:
e.g. "I believe that there is ubstantial evidence that it wa
rat, more so than human, that led to the defore tation" (Hunt, cited in Dob on 2007). We know of no evidence that the rat ate anything but the fruits, and since
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JlIbaea, at least, is the world' longest-living palm tree,
about 2000 years, then if people reached Ea ter I land at
AD 1200, a they believe, there hould be numerous palm
left. One might uppose that the rat could have eaten the
growing points and thus killed the trees, but we have not
heard of this happening anywhere. On the other hand, there
is excellent evidence of burning throughout - such a the
carbonized stumps found by German ecologists Andrea
Mieth and Hans-Rudolf Bork (2004) on the Poike peninsula. It should be noted that rats have not succeeded in deforesting Fiji, or Rarotonga, or Tahiti, or New Zealand!
In ew Zealand, inve tigation of rat-gnawing (by
Rattus exlilans) of seeds/fruit ha been carried out by
Wilmshurst and Higham (2004). Three genera were investigated: Podocarpus, Elaeocafplls and Vitex. Three sites were
studied, two with archaeological records and one (until recently) forested site without such records. Gnawed seeds
were found at only the first two sites, which suggests that
the rats were tme human commensal and did not penetrate
the forest very far. Whether thi would be true of the rat on
Easter I land i unclear. Certainly the ew Zealand forest i
cool and wet, especially in winter, which might have di couraged the rat. Thi may not have been the ca e on
Ea ter Island. The fore t there wa however, a rain fore t,
sugge ting a degree of moi ture. Intere tingly, the excavation at 'Anakena by Steadman et al. (1994) found that the
abundance of rat bones had two peak at different level in
the tratigraphy, about 200 year apart (ca. 1000 BP and ca.
800 BP). Perhaps these could repre ent the enormou
plagues hypothesized by Hunt, although they seem scarcely
high enough to do so. But throughout the 200 years, and
even after it, there were abundant fi h and dolphin bones,
ugge ting that people were till able to go to ea in sizeable
canoe . So the rats had apparently not ucceeded in defore ting the i land in 200 year or more.
But in any case, whether the fore t was destroyed by
burning or rats i irrelevant. Human action cau ed both, 0
our argument still tand. One might add that Rainbird
(2002:448) has even attributed the destruction of the island's vegetation to the browsing animals introduced by
Europeans into a previously fertile environment where the
islanders had spent centuries successfully crafting a
home! One can only say that such a blinkered statement
simply ignores all the relevant archaeological,
edimentological and botanical data from Ea ter I land. In a
recent popular article (Young 2006), Hunt and Lipo have
been quoted a upporting the po ition of Rainbird and
Pei er ( ee above), and indeed they go 0 far a to a cribe
all tale of cannibali m on the i land to the Christian mi ionarie , which i an outrageou and unfounded claim; and
to deny that the ob idian "mata 'a" were weapon, preferring a theory that they were agricultural implement! Yet
there is abundant evidence of these spearheads, which are
dated by hydration dating, and they clearly proliferated after
the deforestation. Obsidian i 0 brittle that it would make
for highly unlikely farming tools. On the other hand, we
have clear testimony from For ter, a natural historian on
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Cook' VISit In 1774, that" orne.... had lances or pears
made of thin ill-shaped sticks, and pointed with a sharp triangular piece of black, glassy lava" (Flenley and Bahn
2003: 153); the Spanish in 1770 reported conspicuous evidence of wounds on several native ; and evere wound
have been found on skulls and bones from the i land (ibid.).
It i difficult to dismiss the idea of internal warfare - imilar
problems related to over-population are reported from other
Polynesian i lands such a Mangaia and Tikopia.
They also pose the question of how the i land' population could have risen to crisis propOltions if people only
arrived in AD 1200, but, as shown above, it i highly probable that the arrival wa in fact centuries earlier.
In general, therefore, we fmd most of the recent claim
about Easter Island's past to be highly misleading, relying
almo t entirely on faulty data, special pleading and an antiEuropean bia . Certainly, we ourselve have not proved that
there was ecological disaster on the island, but we have
shown that it could well have happened, and in fact probably did o. To attempt to deny thi with mi leading data
eern to u to be irre pon ible. The point about the present
ecological prognoses for the world is not that they are absolutely proven, but that they may well happen, and therefore
we mu t take evasive action before it is too late.
If you are standing on a road and see a fast car speeding towards you, do you wait until you are quite certain it
mu t hit you? 0, you take evasive action at once.
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